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Resumo
Alguns dos resultados mais importantes em teoria de operadores tratam da modelagem
de grandes classes de operadores abstratos através de operadores concretos em espaços
mais conhecidos. Nesse sentido, Sz.-Nagy e Foias observaram a correspondência existente
entre uma vasta família de contrações definidas em um espaço de Hilbert separável e as
restrições do adjunto do bem conhecido operador shift a seus subespaços invariantes. O
sucesso de tal modelagem foi tamanho que provocou o desenvolvimento do estudo das
propriedades de tais subespaços que posteriormente ficaram conhecidos como espaços
modelo. O objetivo deste trabalho é dar uma breve introdução à teoria destes espaços.
Palavras-chave: espaços modelo; Teorema de Beurling; operadores shift.
Abstract
Some of the most important results in operator theory deal with modelling large classes
of abstract operators as concrete operators on more well-known spaces. In light of this,
Sz.-Nagy and Foias observed a correspondence between a vast family of contractions
defined on a separable Hilbert space and the restrictions of the adjoint of the famous shift
operator to its invariant subspaces. Such modelling achieved such a great success that
stimulated the study of the properties of these subspaces which became later known as
model spaces. The main purpose of this text is to present a brief introduction to the theory
of such spaces.
Keywords: model spaces; Beurling’s Theorem; shift operators.
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LatA set of all invariant subspaces of the bounded operator A
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A˚ adjoint of the operator A
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MaN notation for the setMXNK
D open unit disk on the complex plane
H2 Hardy-Hilbert space
C set of complex numbers
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}f} norm of the vector f
`2 space of square-summable sequences on C
cλ reproducing kernel for λ on H2
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L2 space of square-integrable functions on S1 with respect to the Lebesgue
measure
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en n-th vector from the canonical basis of L2
ĂH2 subspace of L2 formed by the functions having Fourier coefficients
corresponding to negative indices equal to 0
rf boundary function of f PH2
H8 space of analytic and bounded functions on D
L8 space of bounded Lebesgue-measurable functions on S1
ĂH8 notation for ĂH2 X L8
S unilateral shift
S˚ backward unilateral shift
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Sb bilateral shift
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pkq
λ see Notation 3.1.11à
αPI
Vα direct sum of the vector spaces Vα
P Riesz projection
Tϕ Toeplitz operator with symbol ϕ
kλ reproducing kernel for λ on a model space
kuλ reproducing kernel for λ on Ku
Pu orthogonal projection of L2 onto Ku
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Sαpζq Stolz region at ζ
Seαpζq exterior Stolz region at ζ
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H2pDeq Hardy space of the extended exterior disk
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Introduction
Model spaces are invariant subspaces of the backward shift S˚ on H2 and,
differently from the invariant subspaces of the unilateral shift S who were described by
Beurling ([2], Theorem 2.1.12), they are not easy to characterize. The interest in such
spaces began with the work of Sz.-Nagy and Foias ([17]) when they showed that a big
family of contractions could be modelled as compressions of S˚ to these model spaces.
Since then, different approaches towards the understanding of these spaces have been taken.
Thus, some of the techniques and concepts generated this way together with the model
spaces themselves have reached applications in diverse areas, for instance, mathematical
physics, theorey of complex symmetric operators and algebra. Besides, we stress that
model spaces on Hardy spaces of half plane domains and domains with holes or slits have
been studied recently and constitute a valuable subject for research. So the aim of this
thesis is to provide an introduction to the theory of model spaces.
The first chapter is preliminary. It contains most of the concepts, notations
and results fundamental to the development of the rest of the text. Just little knowledge of
functional analysis, complex analysis and measure theory is required from the reader. In this
sense, everything necessary (definitions, theorems, etc.) should be found in any standard
book of the refered subjects. We recomend, for example, [10], [16] and [1], respectively.
The ensuing chapter presents the shift operators which play a central role in
the study of model spaces, since the latter arise as invariant subspaces of a shift on H2.
The main result of this part is Beurling’s theorem. This theorem is indispensable for the
comprehension of the subject. In this chapter is also showed how to decompose functions
on H2, roughly speaking, just like we decompose integers. Here the principal reference is
[12].
It is in the third chapter that we in fact introduce the model spaces and derive
some primary results. We prove a version of Sz.-Nagy and Foias theorem that stimulated
later the interest in model spaces. This part is mainly based on [8] and we also refer [7].
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1 Preliminaries
The goal of this first chapter is to provide some of the definitions, results and
notations we are going to need in the next two chapters. We highlight that references for
the few proofs omitted are always provided.
1.1 Concepts from Functional Analysis
Throughout this section, H refers to a general complex Hilbert space.
Definition 1.1.1. We say that a subsetM of H is a linear manifold ifM is closed under
the vector operations. IfM is also closed in the topological sense, then we say thatM is
a subspace of H. In other words, a subspace of a Hilbert space is a closed linear manifold.
Definition 1.1.2. Let S be a non-empty subset of H. The span of S, denoted by
ł
S,
is the intersection of all subspaces of H containing S.
It is clear from the definition that
ł
S is a subspace of H.
Definition 1.1.3. If A is a linear operator on H, we say that a subspaceM of H is an
invariant subspace of A (or yet,M is A-invariant) when ApMq ĎM, i.e., when Ax PM
for all x PM.
One of the main questions in operator theory is whether every bounded linear
operator on a Hilbert spaceH has non-trivial (different from t0u andH) invariant subspaces
or not. This problem is known as the Invariant Subspace Problem. Very frequently it is
also desired to know who such invariant subspaces are.
Definition 1.1.4. Let x be a vector belonging to H and A a linear operator on H. The
invariant subspace generated by x is the subspace
8ł
n“0
tAnxu.
We say that an invariant subspaceM of A is cyclic when there is a vector x PM such
thatM is the invariant subspace generated by x. Moreover, if
H “
8ł
n“0
tAnxu,
then x is called a cyclic vector for A.
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Notation 1.1.5. We denote by LatA the set of all invariant subspaces of the bounded
linear operator A.
The notation "Lat" comes from the fact that such set is a lattice. See [12, p.
26] for more.
Definition 1.1.6. The orthogonal complement of a subspaceM , denoted byMK, is the
set of all orthogonal vectors toM. That is,
MK “ tx P H : x KMu “ tx P H : xx, yy “ 0 for all y PMu.
Recall that the adjoint A˚ of an operator A on H is the unique operator on H
such that
xAx, yy “ xx,A˚yy ,
for all x, y P H. When A “ A˚, we say that A is self-adjoint.
Theorem 1.1.7. Given a bounded linear operator A on H, thenM P LatA if and only if
MK P LatA˚.
Proof. LetM P LatA. We must prove thatMK is A˚-invariant. For x PMK and y PM
we have
xA˚x, yy “ xx,Ayy “ 0
due to the fact that Ay PM becauseM is A-invariant. This shows that A˚x belongs to
MK and, consequently, thatMK is A˚-invariant.
Since the opposite implication is analogous, we omit its proof. l
Notation 1.1.8. Let M and N be subspaces of H such that every vector in M is
orthogonal to every vector in N . ThenM‘N denotes tx` y P H : x PM and y P N u.
On the other hand,MaN is used to denote the set M XNK.
We recall that, given a subspaceM of H and x P H, we can write x uniquely
in the form x “ x1 ` x2, where x1 PM and x2 PMK.
Definition 1.1.9. Given a subspaceM of H, the orthogonal projection ontoM is the
operator P defined on H such that Px “ x1, where x “ x1 ` x2, x1 PM and x2 PMK.
It is readily seen that every orthogonal projection (defined as above) is a
bounded self-adjoint operator having norm less or equal to 1.
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Theorem 1.1.10. Every positive bounded linear operator T : H ÝÑ H (i.e., xTx, xy ě 0
for all x P H) has a positive square root A (i.e., A2 “ T ), which is unique. Such operator
A commutes with all linear operators on H which commute with T .
Proof. See [10, p. 476].
Definition 1.1.11. We say that the subspace M Ď H reduces an operator A on H
(alternatively,M is a reducing subspace for A) whenM andMK are both invariant under
A.
Theorem 1.1.12. Consider an operator A on H and P the projection onto the subspace
M. Then the following statements are equivalent.
i) M is a reducing subspace for A;
ii) M is invariant under both A and A˚;
iii) AP “ PA.
Proof. i) ùñ iii): For an element x P H, where x “ y ` z with y PM and z PMK, we
have
Px “ y ùñ APx “ Ay.
On the other side, sinceM is reducing for A, Ay PM and Az PMK. Hence,
PAx “ PAy ` PAz “ Ay.
Since we took x arbitrarily, we conclude that AP “ PA.
iii) ùñ ii): If x PM, then Px “ x, which yields
Ax “ APx “ PAx PM.
Therefore,M is A-invariant. Since P is self-adjoint,
PA˚ “ P ˚A˚ “ pAP q˚ “ pPAq˚ “ A˚P ˚ “ A˚P.
Analogously to what we did just above,
A˚x “ A˚Px “ PA˚x PM,
showing thatM also is A˚-invariant.
ii) ùñ i): It is only necessary to prove thatMK is invariant under A. This
follows immediately from Theorem 1.1.7. l
Definition 1.1.13. Given two linear operators A : H1 ÝÑ H1 and B : H2 ÝÑ H2 on
Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, we say that they are unitarily equivalent if there exists an
unitary operator (i.e., a surjective isometry) U : H1 ÝÑ H2 such that UA “ BU.
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1.2 The Hardy-Hilbert space
All infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert spaces are isomorphic to
each other [5, p. 21]. However, it is common and useful to consider some particular Hilbert
spaces having extra structure. Here we will concentrate our studies on the so called
Hardy-Hilbert space whose elements are analytic functions defined in the unit circle.
Definition 1.2.1. The Hardy-Hilbert space H2 consists of all analytic functions defined
on the unitary complex disk, to be denoted D :“ tz P C : |z| ă 1u, having power series
representations with square-summable complex coefficients. That means,
H2 “
#
f : D ÝÑ C : fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n and
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2 ă 8
+
.
We define the inner product on H2 by
xf, gy “
8ÿ
n“0
anbn
for fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n and gpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
bnz
n. Consequently, the norm of the vector f is
}f} “
˜ 8ÿ
n“0
|an|2
¸ 1
2
.
Notice that the map panq8n“0 ÝÑ
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n is clearly an isometric isomorphism
between `2 :“
#
pxnq8n“0 : xn P C and
8ÿ
n“0
|xn|2 ă 8
+
and H2, from where we conclude
that H2 is a separable Hilbert space.
Some particularly important linear functionals are those defined as point
evaluations, that is, maps of the form Eλ : H2 ÝÑ C with Eλpfq “ fpλq for f PH2 and
λ P D. Such linear functionals are bounded (see Theorem 1.2.3 below). More generally,
every linear functional on a Hilbert space can be represented as an inner product with
a vector in the space (see [5, p.12]). This is Riesz representation theorem. Here, in our
context, such representation can be explicitly determined.
Definition 1.2.2. For λ P D, we define the reproducing kernel for λ to be the function
cλpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
λ
n
zn “ 1
1´ λz ,
which is clearly in H2.
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Theorem 1.2.3. If f PH2 and λ P D, then fpλq “ xf, cλy and }cλ} “ p1´ |λ|2q´1{2. In
particular, Eλ : H2 ÝÑ C with Eλpfq “ fpλq is bounded.
Proof. If f PH2 has the power series representation fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n, then
fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anλ
n “ xf, cλy .
Moreover,
}cλ}2 “
8ÿ
n“0
λ
n
λn “
8ÿ
n“0
|λ|2n.
Now, since
8ÿ
n“0
|λ|2n “ 11´ |λ|2 , we conclude that }cλ} “
1
p1´ |λ|2q1{2 .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
}Eλpfq} “ }fpλq} “ | xf, cλy | ď }f}}cλ},
showing that Eλ is a bounded operator. l
An important consequence of Theorem 1.2.3 is that convergence in H2 implies
locally uniform convergence as analytic functions. In fact, letting pfnq be a sequence with
fn PH2 such that pfnq converges in H2 to some function f PH2, then, for λ P D,
|fnpλq ´ fpλq| “ | xfn ´ f, cλy | ď }fn ´ f}}cλ}.
Therefore, if D is a compact subset of D, since }cλ} “ p1´|λ|2q´1{2 is a continuous function
on the variable λ, we can take K ą 0 such that }cλ} ď K for every λ P D. Hence,
|fnpλq ´ fpλq| ď }fn ´ f}}cλ} ď K}fn ´ f},
for λ P D, showing that pfnq converges to f uniformly on D.
We introduce now "another" infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert
space.
Consider L2 “ L2pS1q the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on
S1 :“ tz P C : |z| “ 1u with respect to Lebesgue measure, normalized so that S1 has
measure 1. For f, g P L2, we define an inner product in L2 by
xf, gy “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
fpeiθqgpeiθqdθ,
where dθ denotes the usual (not normalized) Lebesgue measure on r0, 2pis. Hence, the
norm of f is expressed by
}f} “
ˆ
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpeiθq|2dθ
˙ 1
2
.
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We will use the same symbols to denote the norms and inner products of the
Hilbert spaces here considered, believing that any ambiguity will not be created. Moreover,
we will often say that two functions are equal instead of saying that they are equal "almost
everywhere" (or "a.e."), abusing the language and considering L2 as a space of functions
rather than as a space of equivalence classes of functions.
For n P Z, the functions en : S1 ÝÑ C given by enpeiθq “ einθ constitute an
orthonormal basis for L2 [5, p. 21]. Hence, each f P L2 can be written as
f “
8ÿ
n“´8
xf, enyen.
Let ĂH2 be the following subspace of L2:
ĂH2 “ t rf P L2 : x rf, eny “ 0 for n ď ´1u.
Saying it differently, rf P ĂH2 if its Fourier coefficients corresponding to negative indices
are zero and, consequently, rf is of the form
rfpeiθq “ 8ÿ
n“0
anenpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“0
aneinθ with
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2 ă 8.
Thus ĂH2 is a closed subspace of L2 and there is a natural identification
between ĂH2 and H2 (therefore, between ĂH2 and `2). That is to say, each function
fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n PH2 corresponds to another function rf “ 8ÿ
n“0
anen P ĂH2. It is easily seen
that such identification is an isomorphism.
Just like L2 has an integral formulation for its norm, the space H2 can also be
characterized as follows.
Theorem 1.2.4. A function f analytic on D belongs to H2 if and only if
sup
0ără1
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|2dθ ă 8.
Furthermore, for f PH2,
}f}2 “ sup
0ără1
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|2dθ.
Proof. Let f be an analytic function on D with power series representation given by
fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n. Thus, for 0 ă r ă 1,
|fpreiθq|2 “ fpreiθqfpreiθq “
8ÿ
n“0
anr
neinθ
8ÿ
m“0
amr
me´imθ “
8ÿ
n“0
8ÿ
m“0
anamr
n`meipn´mqθ.
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Since
ż 2pi
0
einθ “ 0, for n ‰ 0 in Z, integrating both sides of the equation above and
dividing them by 1{2pi give us
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|2dθ “ 12pi
8ÿ
n“0
ˆ
ananr
2n
ż 2pi
0
eipn´nqθdθ
˙
“
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2r2n.
Now, if f P H2, then
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2r2n ď
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2 “ }f}2, for every 0 ă r ă 1.
Hence,
sup
0ără1
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|2dθ ď }f 2} ă 8,
proving one implication.
Reciprocally, if the referred supremum is finite, what we just did shows that# 8ÿ
n“0
|an|2r2n : 0 ă r ă 1
+
is bounded. Thus, if f does not belong to H2, then, given K ą 0, it is possible to choose
r P p0, 1q such that
8ÿ
n“0
|an|2r2n ą K,
which is a contradiction. Therefore, f PH2.
Moreover, as a consequence of the above computations, if f PH2, then
}f}2 “ sup
0ără1
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|fpreiθq|2dθ.
l
Another significant space of functions which will be extensively used on this
work is H8.
Definition 1.2.5. The space H8 is composed by all the functions that are analytic and
bounded (i.e., the range is a bounded subset of C) on D. The vector operations are the
usual and the norm is defined by
}f}8 “ supt|fpzq| : z P Du.
Since convergence in norm on H8 implies uniform convergence on D, it is
readily seen that H8 is a Banach space. Moreover, it follows straightly from Theorem
1.2.4 that H8 ĎH2.
The next result is Fatou’s theorem. This result is one of the cornerstones of
Hardy space theory. It shows how the elements f and rf of H2 and ĂH2, respectively, are
related as complex functions.
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Proposition 1.2.6 (Fatou’s theorem). If f PH2, then
lim
rÑ1´
fpreiθq “ rfpeiθq
for almost all eiθ P S1.
Proof. See [12, p. 20].
We will often refer to H2 and ĂH2 interchangeably as well as to f PH2 and
its boundary function rf P ĂH2.
Similarly, if we define ĂH8 to be ĂH2 X L8, where L8 “ L8pS1q denotes the
set of all Lebesgue-measurable functions f such that |fpzq| ă K a.e., for some constant
K P R, we have the following.
Proposition 1.2.7. A function f is in H8 if and only if rf is in ĂH8.
Proof. We show one direction (see [12, p. 20] for more). Suppose f PH8 ĎH2. Then, by
Fatou’s theorem, for almost all eiθ in S1,
| rfpeiθq| “ ˇˇˇ lim
rÑ1´
fpreiθq
ˇˇˇ
ď }f}8.
Therefore, rf belongs to L8 and, consequently, to ĂH2 X L8 “ ĂH8, as we wished. l
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2 Shifts, Beurling’s theorem and factoriza-
tion
This chapter is divided into two sections and can also be viewed as a preparation
for the third and main chapter.
The first section begins with the introduction of the shift operators. Their rele-
vance is enormous due to their simplicity, applications and natural occurrence throughout
diverse areas such as harmonic analysis, theory of abelian varieties and, of course, on the
study of Hardy spaces. Having this settled, we proceed to prove the celebrated Beurling’s
theorem which determine the non-trivial invariant subspaces of the unilateral forward shift.
We draw the reader’s attention to the Beurling’s brilliance who used the Hardy space to
prove his theorem, despite the shifts being better known in spaces of sequences. Moreover,
we show that F. and M. Riesz theorem can be easily proven with the help of Beurling’s
result.
We present then, in the last section, the classical factorization of the Hardy
functions into inner and outer functions.
2.1 The shift operators and Beurling’s theorem
In this section we bring out the unilateral shift, a well known operator on lp.
Studying its invariant subspaces will provide us the fundamental tools to understand
model spaces.
Definition 2.1.1. We define the unilateral shift operator S : `2 ÝÑ `2 by
Spa0, a1, a2, a3, . . .q “ p0, a0, a1, a2, . . .q
for panq8n“0 “ pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . .q P `2. The backward unilateral shift is the operator
S˚ : `2 ÝÑ `2 given by
S˚pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . .q “ pa1, a2, a3, . . .q.
We justify the notation S˚ for the backward unilateral shift. In fact, if
x “ panq8n“0 and y “ pbnq8n“0 belong to `2, we have
xSx, yy “ xp0, a0, . . .q, pb0, b1, . . .qy “
8ÿ
n“0
anbn`1 “ xpa0, a1, . . .q, pb1, b2, . . .qy “ xx, S˚yy ,
from where we conclude that S˚ is indeed the adjoint of the unilateral shift.
We can also construct bilateral shifts on the space `2pZq of two-sided sequences.
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Definition 2.1.2. The space `2pZq consists of all two-sided square-summable sequences.
To say it differently,
`2pZq “
#
panq8n“´8 : an P C and
8ÿ
n“´8
|an|2 ă 8
+
,
where
8ÿ
n“´8
zn converges if and only if both
8ÿ
n“0
zn and
8ÿ
n“1
z´n converge. In this case,
8ÿ
n“´8
zn “
8ÿ
n“0
zn `
8ÿ
n“1
z´n.
When necessary we underline the zeroth coordinate of the sequence panq8n“´8 to distinguish
it from its shifts as follows.
p. . . , a´2, a´1, a0, a1, a2, . . .q
Sum and multiplication by scalars are defined coordinate-wise. The inner product is given
by @panq8n“´8 , pbnq8n“´8D “ 8ÿ
n“´8
anbn.
for panq8n“´8 , pbnq8n“´8 P `2pZq.
Definition 2.1.3. The bilateral shift on `2pZq is the operator Sb defined as follows:
Sbp. . . , a´2, a´1, a0, a1, a2, . . .q “ p. . . , a´3, a´2, a´1, a0, a1, . . .q.
It follows straightforward from the definition that Sb is an unitary bounded
operator. Moreover, its adjoint is given by
S˚b p. . . , a´2, a´1, a0, a1, a2, . . .q “ p. . . , a´1, a0, a1, a2, a3, . . .q.
S˚b is also referred to as the bilateral backward shift.
It is very important to notice that the unilateral shift is simply the restriction
of the bilateral shift defined on L2 to ĂH2.
Definition 2.1.4. Let φ be a function in L8. Hence, φf P L2 for all f P L2 and the
operator Mφ on L2 given by
Mφf “ φf
is well defined and bounded. The operator Mφ is called a multiplication operator. Further-
more, }Mφ} “ }φ}8 [12, p. 44].
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It is virtually impossible to describe the invariant subspaces of the shift as an
operator on the sequence space `2. Nonetheless, in an article from 1949 [2], Beurling gave
a complete, simple and beautiful description of such invariant subspaces when they are
viewed as subspaces of L2 and H2 in a result that bears his name.
In order to prove Beurling’s theorem, we need to present the operators on H2
and L2 corresponding to the shifts on `2 and `2pZq. Recalling Definition 2.1.4, if we make
φpzq “ z, then we have
Mφfpzq “ pφfqpzq “ φpzqfpzq “ zfpzq,
for example. This justifies the notations applied in the ensuing definition.
Definition 2.1.5.
(1) The operator Mz (multiplication by z) on H2 is defined by
Mzfpzq “ zfpzq.
Clearly, if fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n, then
Mzfpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n`1,
making this multiplication operator a natural shift.
(2) The operators Meiθ and Me´iθ on L2 are defined by
Meiθfpeiθq “ eiθfpeiθq and Me´iθfpeiθq “ e´iθfpeiθq,
respectively. Once more, if fpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“´8
aneinθ, then, clearly,
Meiθfpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“´8
aneipn`1qθ and Me´iθfpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“´8
aneipn´1qθ.
Therefore, these operators behave like the bilateral shifts.
Thus, comparing the previous definitions, we get, for Mz, Meiθ and Me´iθ
defined as above, that
• Mz on H2 is unitarily equivalent to the unilateral shift S on `2;
• Meiθ on L2 is unitarily equivalent to the bilateral shift Sb on `2pZq;
• Me´iθ on L2 is unitarily equivalent to the backward bilateral shift S˚b on `2pZq.
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In consequence, it is possible to work with whichever operator is more convenient.
In other words, Mz on H2 and S on `2 are "the same", for instance. Thus, we might use
any of the equivalent operators interchangeably.
We now set up our path to the proof of Beurling’s theorem. One more definition
is needed.
Definition 2.1.6. The commutant of a bounded linear operator A is the set of all bounded
linear operators which commute with A.
Lemma 2.1.7. The only reducing subspaces (Definition 1.1.11) of the unilateral shift S
are the trivial subspaces t0u and `2.
Proof. LetM be a reducing subspace for the unilateral shift S such thatM ‰ t0u. We
need to show thatM “ `2. SinceM ‰ t0u, we can take a non-zero element a “ panq8n“0
ofM. Let ak be the "first" non-zero coordinate of a. Being reducing for S,M is invariant
under both S and S˚. Therefore,
pS˚qkpaq “ pan`kq8n“0 “ pak, ak`1, ak`2, . . .q
belongs toM. Hence,
SpS˚qk`1paq “ p0, ak`1, ak`2, . . .q
belongs toM as well. This implies that
pS˚qkpaq ´ SpS˚qk`1paq “ pak, 0, 0, . . .q PM,
and, since ak ‰ 0, e0 PM. Therefore, Snpe0q “ en PM and pS˚qnpe0q “ e´n PM for all
n ě 0, from where it follows thatM “ `2, as we wished. l
Proposition 2.1.8. The commutant of the bilateral shift Sb on L2 is given by
C :“ tMφ : φ P L8u.
Proof. Recall that Sb and Meiθ are unitarily equivalent. For each Mφ P C, we affirm that
Mφ and Meiθ commute. Indeed, if f belongs to L2, then
pMφMeiθfqpeiθq “ φpeiθqpMeiθfqpeiθq “ φpeiθqeiθfpeiθq “ eiθφpeiθqfpeiθq “
“ eiθpMφfqpeiθq “ pMeiθMφfqpeiθq.
For the opposite inclusion, let A be a bounded operator on L2 that commutes
with Meiθ and set φ :“ Ae0. We show that A “Mφ and φ P L8. Since A commutes with
Meiθ , A also commutes with Mneiθ for all n ě 0. Hence,
Aen “ AMneiθe0 “MneiθAe0 “Mneiθφ “ φen
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for all n ě 0. Furthermore, since Meiθ is invertible, A also commutes with M´1eiθ , from
where it follows that
Aen “ φen
for all n ă 0, for the same reason as before. By linearity,
Ap “ φp
for all p “
l2ÿ
n“l1
αnen, with l1, l2 P Z and αn P C.
Since
P :“
#
l2ÿ
n“l1
αnen : l1, l2 P Z and αn P C
+
is dense in L2, for each f P L2, there exists a sequence ppnq of elements of P such that
pn ÝÑ f in L2. Hence, the continuity of A yields Apn ÝÑ Af , or yet, φpn ÝÑ Af in L2.
Since pn converges to f in L2, there exists a subsequence pnj such that pnj
converges to f almost everywhere in S1. Therefore, φpnj ÝÑ φf a.e. on S1. Since φpnj ÝÑ
Af in L2, it follows that Af “ φf a.e. and, in conclusion, A “Mφ.
It is still left to show that φ P L8. To do so, setting En :“ teiθ : |φpeiθq| ą nu,
we must prove that mpEnq “ 0 for n sufficiently large, where m denotes the normalized
Lebesgue measure on S1. Denote by χn the characteristic function of En. Clearly, χn P L2
for all n ě 0. Moreover,
}Aχn}2 “
ż
En
|φpeiθq|2dθ ě n2mpEnq.
Since A is bounded, }Aχn} ď }A}}χn}. From the fact that }χn}2 “ mpEnq follows that
n2mpEnq ď }Aχn}2 ď }A}2mpEnq.
Hence, if n0 ą }A}, we must have mpEn0q “ 0, proving that φ belongs to L8. l
Corollary 2.1.9. The reducing subspaces of the bilateral shift on L2 have the form
MX :“ tf P L2 : fpeiθq “ 0 a.e. on Xu,
where X is a measurable subset of S1.
Proof. LetX be a measurable subset of S1. If fpeiθ0q “ 0, then pMeiθfqpeiθ0q “ eiθ0fpeiθ0q “
0 which implies thatMX is Meiθ-invariant (invariant under the bilateral shift). On the
other hand, fpeiθ0q “ 0 also implies pMe´iθfqpeiθ0q “ e´iθ0fpeiθ0q “ 0, showing thatMX is
Me´iθ -invariant (invariant under the backward bilateral shift). From Theorem 1.1.12 we
conclude thatMX is reducing.
Conversely, letM be a reducing subspace for the bilateral shift. Denoting by P
the projection ontoM, by Theorem 1.1.12, P and the bilateral shift commute. Therefore,
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by Proposition 2.1.8, there exists a function φ P L8 such that P “ Mφ. Since P 2 “ P ,
then M2φ “ Mφ which implies that φ2 “ φ a.e. Therefore, φpeiθq equals to 0 or 1 almost
everywhere. Calling F :“ teiθ P S1 : φpeiθq “ 1u, then F is measurable and φ “ χF , the
characteristic function of F .
Now, since
f PMðñ Pf “ f ðñ φf “ f ðñ χFf “ f ðñ fpeiθq “ 0 a.e. on S1zF,
setting E :“ S1zF , we have thatM “ME, as we wanted. l
Lemma 2.1.10. IfM is a non-reducing invariant subspace of the bilateral shift on L2,
thenM “ φĂH2 for some φ P L8 such that |φpeiθq| “ 1 almost everywhere.
Proof. First we show that every such linear manifold is closed, invariant and not reducing
for the shift. Thus, observe that, for φ P L8 with |φpeiθq| “ 1 a.e., as a consequence of
Definition 2.1.4, }Mφ} “ }φ}8 “ 1. Therefore, Mφ is an isometry and φĂH2 “MφpĂH2q is
a closed subspace of L2.
Furthermore, Mφ and Meiθ commute, by Proposition 2.1.8. Hence,
SbpφĂH2q “MeiθpMφĂH2q “MφMeiθĂH2 ĎMφĂH2 “ φĂH2,
since ĂH2 is invariant under the bilateral shift. Thus φĂH2 is also Sb-invariant.
Now we prove that φĂH2 is not reducing under the shift. Since φ P φĂH2 and
S˚b φ “ Me´iθφ “ e´1φ R φĂH2 (because e´1 does not belong to ĂH2), φĂH2 is not S˚b -
invariant. Therefore, φĂH2 is not reducing.
Conversely, letM be an Sb-invariant subspace of L2 which is not reducing. Let
us show thatM has the desired form.
Note that SbM is a proper subspace ofM. Otherwise, since Sb is unitary, we
would haveM “ S´1b M “ S˚bM, contradicting the fact thatM is not reducing. Thus, it
is possible to pick a function φ PMa SbM. Moreover, choose φ such that }φ} “ 1. We
see that |φpeiθq| “ 1 a.e. andM “ φĂH2.
Firstly,M being Sb-invariant implies that SbM is Snb -invariant for all n ě 1.
Hence, Snb φ P SbM for all n ě 1. Since φ P pSbMqK, we have xφ, Snb φy “ 0 for all n ě 1.
This means that
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
φpeiθqφpeiθqe´inθdθ “ 0 for all n ě 1,
or
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|φpeiθq|2e´inθdθ “ 0 for all n ě 1.
Thus, taking conjugates yields
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|φpeiθq|2e´inθdθ “ 0 for n P Zzt0u.
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It then follows that |φ|2 is constant and, consequently, |φ| is constant. Since }φ} “ 1, we
conclude that |φpeiθq| “ 1 a.e. In particular, φ P L8.
It remains to be proven that M “ φĂH2. From the fact that φ P L8 with
}φ} “ 1 follows that Mφ is a unitary operator. In particular, it maps the orthonormal
basis ten : n ě 0u of ĂH2 onto the orthonormal basis tφen : n ě 0u of φĂH2 and the
orthonormal basis ten : n ă 0u of pĂH2qK onto the orthonormal basis tφen : n ă 0u of
pφĂH2qK. Observe that Snb φ “ Mneiθφ “ einθφ “ φen for all n ě 0. Hence, φen PM for all
n ě 0 and, consequently, φĂH2 ĎM.
To establish the opposite inclusion, take f PM. For n ă 0 we have
xφen, fy “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
φpeiθqeinθfpeiθqdθ “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
φpeiθqe´inθfpeiθqdθ.
But e´nf “ S´nb f P SbM for all n ă 0. Since φ P pSbMqK, this implies that
xφen, fy “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
φpeiθqe´inθfpeiθqdθ “ xφ, e´nfy “ 0
for all n ă 0. Therefore, f is orthogonal to pφĂH2qK, which means that f P φĂH2, finishing
the proof. l
Definition 2.1.11. A function φ PH8 is called an inner function when |φ˜peiθq| “ 1 a.e.
As a consequence of the maximum modulus theorem, if f PH8 and f is not
constant, then |fpzq| ă }f}8 “ supt|fpzq| : z P Du for all z P D. Therefore, if φ is a
non-constant inner function, then |φpzq| ă }φ}8 “ 1 for all z P D. Furthermore, if ϕ PH2
and |ϕ˜peiθq| “ 1 a.e., then ϕ is an inner function [12, p. 49].
Theorem 2.1.12 (Beurling’s Theorem). Every invariant subspace of the unilateral shift
on H2 different from t0u has the form φH2 for an inner function φ.
Proof. LetM be an invariant subspace for the unilateral shift other than t0u. Note that
ifM “H2, then we can take φ to be the constant function equal to 1 and we will have
M “ φH2. Thus we can also supposeM ‰H2. Furthermore,M is Sb-invariant, since
the unilateral shift is the restriction of the bilateral shift to ĂH2. Using Theorem 1.1.12 iii),
it is easy to see that N Ď ĂH2 reducing for Sb implies N reducing for S. Since, by Lemma
2.1.7, the only reducing subspaces of the unilateral shift are trivial,M is neither reducing
for S nor for Sb. Hence, by Lemma 2.1.10, there exists a function ϕ P L8 with |ϕpeiθq| “ 1
a.e. such that M “ ϕĂH2. Moreover, ϕ P ĂH2 because ϕ “ ϕg, where g is the constant
function equal to 1 in ĂH2. Since f ÝÑ rf is an isomorphism between H2 and ĂH2, there
also exists a function φ PH2 such that rφ “ ϕ a.e. By Proposition 1.2.7, φ PH8. Since
|rφpeiθq| “ |ϕpeiθq| “ 1 a.e., φ is inner. Translating this to H2 we getM “ φH2. l
We have then these two corollaries of Beurling’s theorem.
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Corollary 2.1.13. Every invariant subspace of the unilateral shift is cyclic.
Proof. LetM be an invariant subspace of the unilateral shift. By the preceding theorem,
M “ φH2 for some inner function φ. For each n ě 0, Snφ “ znφ PM which implies that
8ł
n“0
tSnφu “
8ł
n“0
tznφu
is contained inM. Since the polynomials are dense inH2 (in the same way finite sequences
are dense in `2),
8ł
n“0
tznφu is dense in φH2 and, being closed,
8ł
n“0
tznφu actually equals to
φH2 “M, showing that φ is a cyclic vector forM. l
Corollary 2.1.14 (F. and M. Riesz Theorem). Let f be a H2 function such that the set
teiθ : rfpeiθq “ 0u has positive measure. Then f is identically zero on D.
Proof. For f P H2, set N :“ teiθ : rfpeiθq “ 0u andM :“ 8ł
n“0
tSn rfu. Since Sn rf “ en rf , rg
vanishes on N , for all rg PM. Suppose f is not the zero function. ThenM ‰ t0u and,
sinceM is S-invariant, Beurling’s theorem (Theorem 2.1.12) ensures the existence of an
inner function φ PH2 such thatM “ rφĂH2. In particular, rφ belongs toM, from where it
follows that rφ vanishes on N as well. However, since |rφ| is 1 a.e., rφ must vanish on a set of
measure 0, contradicting the fact that N has positive measure. Therefore, f is identically
0 on D. l
F. and M. Riesz theorem [14, 13] was originally proved before Beurling discov-
ered the outstanding relation stated in the theorem that bears his name. The original
proof makes use of measure theory and it is much longer than the one just seen.
2.2 Factorization of H2 functions
This section is devoted to present a convenient, though useful, way to decompose
the H2 functions. Along these lines, Theorem 2.2.5 is the main result. Many of the proofs
are omitted in order to keep this section concise.
In section 2.1, we define what an inner function is. It is now provided the
definition of another sort of function in H2.
Definition 2.2.1. We say that a function F P H2 is an outer function if F is a cyclic
vector for the unilateral shift. Saying it differently, F is outer when
8ł
n“0
tSnF u “H2.
Proposition 2.2.2. An outer function F has no zeros in D.
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Proof. Suppose F pλq “ 0 for some λ P D. Therefore, pSnF qpλq “ λnF pλq “ 0, for every
n ě 0. Now, if g belongs to
8ł
n“0
tSnF u, there exists a sequence of functions pgnq converging
to g in H2 all of them vanishing at λ. As we have seen in Section 1.2, convergence in H2
implies locally uniform convergence. Hence, gpλq “ 0 and, consequently,
8ł
n“0
tSnF u only
contains functions that vanish at λ, contradicting the fact that F is outer. l
The following result gives another characterization of the outer functions.
Theorem 2.2.3. A function F PH2 is outer if and only if there exists c P C with |c| “ 1
such that
F pzq “ c exp
ˆ
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
eiθ ` z
eiθ ´ z log |
rF peiθq|dθ˙
for z P D.
Proof. See [12, p. 88].
Observation 2.2.4. Observe that if two outer functions F1 and F2 have the same boundary
modulus almost everywhere, that is, if |ĂF1peiθq| “ |ĂF2peiθq| a.e., then F1 “ cF2, for some
complex constant c of modulus 1. In fact, assuming |ĂF1peiθq| “ |ĂF2peiθq| a.e. we get
log |ĂF1peiθq| “ log |ĂF2peiθq| a.e.
Hence,
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
eiθ ` z
eiθ ´ z log |
ĂF1peiθq|dθ “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
eiθ ` z
eiθ ´ z log |
ĂF2peiθq|dθ,
which yields, due to the previous theorem, c1F1 “ c2F2, for some constants c1, c2 P C
with |c1| “ |c2| “ 1. Set c “ c2{c1 an the assertion is proven. We save this observation for
further use. l
The next theorem is the first attempt to decompose the Hardy space functions.
Theorem 2.2.5. Let f P H2zt0u. Then f “ φF , where φ is an inner function and F
is an outer function. Furthermore, if f “ φ1F1 “ φ2F2 with φ1 and φ2 inner, F1 and F2
outer, then φ1 “ cφ2 and F1 “ dF2 for some c, d P C with modulus 1.
Proof. If
8ł
n“0
tSnfu “ H2, then, by definition, f is outer and we can take φ to be the
constant function 1 to get f “ φf . Thus, suppose
8ł
n“0
tSnfu ‰H2. By Beurling’s theorem
(Theorem 2.1.12), there exists an inner function φ such that
8ł
n“0
tSnfu “ φH2. Since
f P φH2, we can take F PH2 such that f “ φF . We prove that F is outer.
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By Beurling’s theorem again,
8ł
n“0
tSnF u “ µH2 for some inner function µ.
Since f “ φF , we have Snf “ SnpφF q “ φSnpF q, for all n ě 0. Therefore,
φH2 “
8ł
n“0
tSnfu “
8ł
n“0
tφSnF u “ φ
8ł
n“0
tSnF u “ φµH2.
Now, applying the multiplication operator Mφ (Definition 2.1.4) we get
H2 “MφpφH2q “MφpφµH2q “ µH2 “
8ł
n“0
tSnF u,
from where it follows that F is outer.
To prove the uniqueness (up to constant factors part), suppose f “ φ1F1 “ φ2F2,
where φ2, φ2 are inners and F1, F2 outers. Since |F1| “ |φ1F1| “ |φ2F2| “ |F2| a.e. on S1,
Observation 2.2.4 yields F1 “ dF2 for some d P C with |d| “ 1. Hence, dφ1 “ φ2, finishing
the proof. l
We go even further trying to characterize the H2 functions. Our goal now is to
decompose the inner functions. This factorization is intrinsically related to the zeros of
such functions, as we are going to see.
Since H2 is composed by analytic functions on D, the zero set
Z0pfq :“ tz P D : fpzq “ 0u
of a function f PH2 not identically 0 is countable (otherwise it would have an accumulation
point and, consequently, it would vanish on D). Thus, given a countable subset V Ď D,
the subspace
MV “ tf PH2 : fpzq “ 0 for all z P V u
of H2 is S-invariant (MV may be possibly t0u), since pMzfqpzq “ zfpzq. By Beurling’s
theorem, if MV ‰ t0u, there exists an inner function φ such that MV “ φH2. The
instantaneous question that arises is whether we can describe this inner function φ or not.
In the task of answering the last query, the Blaschke products appear.
Definition 2.2.6. Let prnq8n“1 be a sequence of non-zero complex numbers. We say that
the infinite product
8ź
n“1
rn converges to R P C and write
8ź
n“1
rn “ R
when
kź
n“1
rn ÝÑ R as k ÝÑ 8 and R is different from 0. Furthermore, if a finite number o
terms rn are equal to 0, we say that the product converges to 0 if we can take n0 P N such
that rn ‰ 0 for n ě n0 and 8ź
n“n0
rn
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converges in the same sense as defined above.
Theorem 2.2.7. If prnq is a sequence of real numbers such that 0 ă rn ă 1 for all
n P N, then the product
8ź
n“1
rn converges to a non-zero real number if and only if the sum
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ rnq converges. In particular, we must have rn ÝÑ 1.
Proof. See [12, p. 55].
We have the following interesting proposition.
Proposition 2.2.8. If pznq are the roots of a function f P H2 which is not identically
zero, with zn ‰ 0 for all n P N, then the product
8ź
n“1
|zn| converges and its limit is different
from 0.
Proof. See [12, p. 55].
Definition 2.2.9. Given a sequence Λ “ pznq of non-zero complex numbers in D such
that
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ |zn|q ă 8 and an integer s ě 0, the Blaschke product with zeros pznq and a
zero at 0 of multiplicity s is defined by
BΛ,spzq “ zs
8ź
n“1
zn
|zn|
zn ´ z
1´ znz .
If we have a finite number of roots, then the Blaschke product simply becomes
BΛ,spzq “ zs
kź
n“1
zn ´ z
1´ znz .
Note that in this case the constants zn|zn| are not required.
Sometimes, when, by the context, it is clear who the sequence Λ is or when its
nature is not relevant, we will not index the Blaschke product, writing just B.
We would like to mention that the elements zn from the sequence in the
preceding definition may be repeated in order to allow zeros of multiplicities greater than
1.
Next result ensures that the Blaschke products always converge on D.
Theorem 2.2.10. For every sequence Λ “ pznq of non-zero complex numbers in D such
that
8ÿ
n“1
p1´ |zn|q ă 8 and every non-negative integer s, the Blaschke product
BΛ,spzq “ zs
8ź
n“1
zn
|zn|
zn ´ z
1´ znz
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converges for all z P D. Furthermore, BΛ,s is an inner function whose roots are exactly
tznu counting multiplicities and 0 with multiplicity s.
Proof. See [12, p. 58].
As a consequence, we get the ensuing result.
Theorem 2.2.11. If tzn : n P Nu “ Z0pφqzt0u are the non-zero roots of an inner function
φ P H2 and 0 is a root of multiplicity s, then there exists another inner function S
satisfying φ “ BS, where B is the Blaschke product with zeros pznq (allowing multiplicities)
Bpzq “ zs
8ź
n“1
zn
|zn|
zn ´ z
1´ znz .
Moreover, this inner function S has no zeros in D. The same is valid if Z0pφq is finite.
Proof. See [12, p. 60].
Remember the question that motivated us to introduce the Blaschke product:
whether we can describe the inner function φ such that
MV :“ tf PH2 : fpzq “ 0 for all P V u “ φH2,
where V is a countable subset of the unit disk. We can now answer it.
First of all, in order to haveMV ‰ t0u the product
ź
zPV zt0u
|z| must converge
and be different from 0, by Proposition 2.2.8. This is equivalent to
ÿ
zPV zt0u
p1 ´ |z|q ă 8.
We affirm that φ can be taken as the Blaschke product B where its zeros are the elements
of V (each element is a root of multiplicity 1).
In fact, since
ÿ
zPV zt0u
p1 ´ |z|q ă 8, B is well defined, by Theorem 2.2.10.
Furthermore, if f PH2, then
pBfqpzq “ Bpzqfpzq “ 0,
for all z P V because Bpzq “ 0 in such set, by definition. This shows that BH2 ĎMV .
Conversely, let f PMV . By Theorem 2.2.5, we can write f “ ϕF , where ϕ is
inner and F is outer. By Theorem 2.2.11, there exist an inner function S and a Blaschke
product B1 such that S has no zeros in D and ϕ “ B1S. Hence f “ B1SF . Since an outer
function has no roots in D as well (Proposition 2.2.2), fpzq “ 0 implies B1pzq “ 0. This
means that B1pzq “ 0 for all z P V . Therefore, B1 contains all the terms that form the
product B and, thus, B1{B is also a Blaschke (possibly finite) product. Since u :“ B1{B is
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inner, u PH8 and, together with the fact that S PH8, we conclude that uSF belongs
to H2. Hence
f “ B1SF “ BpuSF q P BH2,
proving thatMV Ď BH2.
When it comes to the problem of factoring the H2 functions, what we have
seen so far allows us to say that every function f PH2 can be expressed by
f “ BSF
where B is a Blaschke product, which is inner and contains all roots of f , S is also inner
with no roots and F is outer, which does not admit any zeros as well.
Now we focus on the inner functions that have no zeros.
Definition 2.2.12. An inner function S is called singular if it has no roots in D and if it
is not constant.
Exemple 2.2.13. The function
fpzq “ exp
ˆ
z ` 1
z ´ 1
˙
is an example of singular inner function. Indeed, since |ez| “ eRe z for every z P C,
|fpzq| “ exp
ˆ
Re
ˆ
z ` 1
z ´ 1
˙˙
.
Moreover, if z “ a` bi, then
Re
ˆ
z ` 1
z ´ 1
˙
“ Re
ˆ
a` bi` 1
a` bi´ 1
˙
“ Re
ˆ
a2 ´ a` abi´ bi` a´ 1´ abi` b2 ´ bi
pa´ 1q2 ` b2
˙
“ a
2 ` b2 ´ 1
pa´ 1q2 ` b2
“ |z|
2 ´ 1
|z ´ 1|2 .
Therefore, if z P D, then Re
ˆ
z ` 1
z ´ 1
˙
ă 0, from where it follows that |fpzq| ă 1. This
shows that f PH8. Furthermore, if |z| “ 1, then |fpzq| “ 1 and, consequently, f is inner.
It remains to be proved that f has no zeros. This is easily seen, though, by noticing that
the exponential never vanishes on the entire complex plane. l
Definition 2.2.14. Let m denote the Lebesgue measure on r0, 2pis and Σ denote the Borel
σ-algebra of r0, 2pis, where m is defined. A complex measure µ defined on Σ is said to be
singular with respect to m if there exist two disjoint Lebesgue-measurable subsets E1 and
E2 such that:
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i) for all E P Σ, µpE X E1q “ µpEq and mpE X E2q “ mpEq;
ii) |µ|pE2q “ 0 and |m|pE1q “ mpE1q “ 0,
where |µ| denotes the total variation of µ (since m is a positive measure, |m| “ m).
The next theorem explains why we have given the name singular to the inner
functions with no roots.
Theorem 2.2.15. An inner function S is singular if and only if there exist a finite positive
regular Borel measure µ, singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure m, and a complex
number c of modulus 1 such that
Spzq “ c exp
ˆ
´ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
eiθ ` z
eiθ ´ zdµpθq
˙
for all z P D.
Proof. See [12, p. 70].
All the discussion we have done in this section leads us naturally to this
beautiful result.
Theorem 2.2.16. Every function f PH2 can be written as
f “ BSF,
where B is a Blaschke product with the same zeros as f , S is a singular inner function
and F is an outer function. This factorization is unique up to constant factors.
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3 Model spaces
We present in this chapter an elementary introduction to the theory of model
spaces. These spaces are exactly the invariant subspaces of the unilateral backward shift.
The former interest in studying model spaces came with the work of Sz.Nagy and Foias
[17] who showed that a certain type of contractions could be represented as restrictions
of the backward shift to these subspaces of H2. From then, the understanding of model
spaces have increased considerably as well as the range of their applications.
3.1 Definition and first results
Recall that, by Theorem 2.1.12, every invariant subspace of the unilateral shift
other than t0u has the form uH2, where u is an inner function. Thus, by Theorem 1.1.12,
every invariant subspace of the backward unilateral shift S˚ other than the entire H2 has
the form puH2qK, for u inner.
Definition 3.1.1. A model space is a proper invariant subspace of the backward unilateral
shift on H2. In other words, if u is an inner function, we denote by
Ku :“ puH2qK
its corresponding model space, where puH2qK represents the orthogonal complement of
uH2 on H2. We can also see the model space Ku as a subspace of ĂH2 Ď L2. In this case,
we can write
Ku “ ĂH2 a ruĂH2.
Notation 3.1.2. Given a subset A of C, we denote by
A “ tz : z P Au.
Analogously, for M a subset of L2, we write M to denote the set
M “ tf : f PMu.
Although the closure of a set has the same notation, it should be clear by the context
which one we refer to.
Just by reading the definition of a model space we can not tell immediately its
structure nor the nature of its elements. A better description of Ku via boundary values is
provided below.
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Keep in mind that, for fpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“´8
aneinθ, we have
fpeiθq “
8ÿ
n“´8
aneinθ “
8ÿ
n“´8
ane´inθ.
So, for the orthogonal basis vectors enpeiθq “ einθ, we have en “ e´n.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let u be an inner function. Then the corresponding model space Ku
is
Ku “ tf P ĂH2 : f “ rue1g “ rue´1g a.e., for some g P ĂH2u.
Said differently,
Ku “ ĂH2 X rue´1ĂH2, or yet, Ku “H2 X uzH2.
Proof. Let f “ rue´1g P ĂH2 a.e., where g P ĂH2. Since u is inner, ruru “ |ru|2 “ 1 a.e. Then,
for all h P ĂH2,
xf, ruhy “ xrue´1g, ruhy “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
rupeiθqe´iθgpeiθqrupeiθqhpeiθq dθ
“ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
rupeiθqrupeiθqe´iθgpeiθqhpeiθq dθ
“ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
e´iθgpeiθqhpeiθq dθ
“ xe´1g, hy “ 0
since e´1g “ S˚b g has all non-negative Fourier coefficients equal to zero. Hence f P
pruĂH2qK X ĂH2 “ Ku.
On the other hand, if f P Ku, as seen above, xf, ruhy “ 0 implies @ruf, hD “
xe´1g, hy “ 0, for h P ĂH2. Therefore, ruf P e1ĂH2 and, consequently, f “ ruruf P rue1ĂH2,
proving that Ku “ ĂH2 X rue´1ĂH2. l
Our goal now is to present a simple criterion for deciding whether a given
model space is contained or not in another model space. First, we introduce a notation
which will be useful throughout the rest of the text.
Definition 3.1.4. Let u1 and u2 be inner functions and f PH2. We say that:
i) u1 divides u2, writing u1|u2, if u2{u1 PH8 or, equivalently, if u2{u1 is inner;
ii) u1 divides f , writing u1|f , if f{u1 PH2;
iii) u1 and u2 are relatively prime if the only inner divisors of both u1 and u2 are constant
functions of modulus 1.
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Thus, if u1 and u2 are Blaschke products with simple zeros (zeros of multiplicity
one), for example, then u1 divides u2 if and only if Z0pu1q Ď Z0pu2q. Furthermore, u1 and
u2 are relatively prime if and only if Z0pu1q X Z0pu2q “ H.
Now we give a condition on the inclusion of invariant subspaces for the unilateral
shift.
Theorem 3.1.5. Given inner functions φ1 and φ2, we have φ1H2 Ď φ2H2 if and only if
φ1{φ2 is an inner function (equivalently, φ2 divides φ1).
Proof. Let φ1 and φ2 be inner functions such that φ1H2 Ď φ2H2. Then, φ1 P φ2H2 which
implies φ1 “ φ2φ for some φ PH2. Since φ “ φ1{φ2, |φ| “ 1 a.e. on S1. Hence, φ is inner.
Conversely, suppose φ1{φ2 “: ϕ is inner. Therefore,
φ1H
2 “ φ2ϕH2 Ď φ2H2,
as we wished. l
This last result has a version for model spaces.
Proposition 3.1.6. If u1 and u2 are inner functions, then
u1 | u2 ðñ Ku1 Ď Ku2 .
Proof. It follows straight from Theorem 3.1.5 and Definition 3.1.4 that,
u1 | u2 ðñ u2H2 Ď u1H2 ðñ Ku1 “ pu1H2qK Ď pu2H2qK “ Ku2 .
l
Cyclicity is a vastly studied subject in many areas. In our work we explore
some primary results.
Proposition 3.1.7. A function f PH2 is non-cyclic for S˚ if and only if f “ ue1g a.e.
(or, equivalently, f P uzH2), for some inner function u and some g PH2.
Proof. Suppose that f PH2 is non-cyclic for S˚. Then
Vf :“
8ł
n“0
tpS˚qnfu ‰H2.
Therefore, pVf qK is S-invariant and is different from t0u. By Beurling’s theorem, there
exists an inner function u such that pVf qK “ uH2. Hence Vf “ puH2qK “ Ku. Proposition
3.1.3 yields the desired conclusion.
Reciprocally, if there exists a function g in H2 and an inner function u such
that f “ ue1g a.e., then, by Proposition 3.1.3, f P Ku which is S˚-invariant. Therefore,
Vf Ď Ku ‰H2 and f is not cyclic. l
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Corollary 3.1.8. Let f P H2 be non-cyclic for S˚. Under the conditions of the last
proposition, if u and the inner part of g are relatively prime, then
Vf :“
8ł
n“0
tpS˚qnfu “ Ku.
Proof. Obviously, Vf Ď Ku. For the opposite inclusion, since Vf is a S˚-invariant subspace,
there exists an inner function v such that Vf “ Kv. Due to Proposition 3.1.6, it is sufficient
to show that u divides v.
By Proposition 3.1.3, there is a function h P H2 such that f “ ve1h a.e. It
is possible to simplify this expression by eliminating the common factors of v and the
inner part of h as follows. For this, let v “ B1S1 and h “ B2S2F , where B1 and B2 are
Blaschke products, S1 and S2 are singular inner functions and F is outer. If B is the
greatest common divisor [12, p. 76-77] of B1 and B2, then we can write B1 “ BB1 and
B2 “ BB2, getting
v “ BB1S1 and h “ BB2S2F.
Therefore,
f “ ve1h “ BB1S1e1BB2S2F “ B1S1e1B2S2F “ v1e1h1 a.e.,
where v1 “ B1S1 is inner, h1 “ B2S2F belongs to H2 and v1 and the inner part of h1 are
relatively prime. Notice that v1 divides v, since v{v1 “ B is inner.
Then we have, by hypothesis, ue1g “ f “ v1e1h1 a.e., which yields ug “ v1h1
a.e. We attempt to show that u|v1.
Let g “ φ1F1 and h1 “ φ2F (here φ2 “ B2S2), where φ1 and φ2 are inner and
F2 is outer. So
|ug| “ |v1h1| a.e. ùñ |F1| “ |F | a.e.
and, by Observation 2.2.4, we must have F1 “ cF , for some constant c P C of modulus 1.
Hence, we have
uφ1 “ cv1φ2 ùñ uφ2 “ cv1φ1
almost everywhere in S1. However, φ1 is the inner part of g which, by hypothesis, is
relatively prime with u. This means that u divides cv1 and, since c is constant, u divides
v1. Since v1|v, u also divides v, ending this proof. l
The simplest examples of model spaces are the ones corresponding to finite
Blaschke products. These happen to be the only finite-dimensional model spaces. We see
now that the functions in Ku can be explicitly represented for such cases.
Proposition 3.1.9. Let tλj : j P Ju be the set of all the distinct roots of the inner function
u. Then the reproducing kernels (recall Definition 1.2.2) tcλj : j P Ju form a linearly
independent subset of Ku.
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Proof. Firstly, observe that, since upλjq “ 0,@
uh, cλj
D “ puhqpλjq “ upλjqhpλjq “ 0,
for all h PH2. Therefore, cλj P Ku for all j P J .
Now let λ1, . . . , λk be a finite subset of tλj : j P Ju such that
kÿ
n“1
αncλn “ 0,
for some scalars α1, . . . , αk. Then, making the inner product of f P H2 and the linear
combination above, we get
kÿ
n“1
αnfpλnq “ 0.
Since all the polynomials belong to H8 ĎH2, by the Lagrange Interpolation Theorem,
we can find a polynomial p such that ppλnq “ αn for 1 ď n ď k. It follows that
0 “
kÿ
n“1
αnppλnq “
kÿ
n“1
|αn|2
and, consequently, α1 “ α2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ αk “ 0, demonstrating that tcλj : j P Ju is linearly
independent. l
Lemma 3.1.10. If u is an inner function, then uα is also an inner function, for α ě 0
in R.
Proof. Since |upzq| ă 1 for all z P D, we have |uαpzq| ă 1 for all z P D. Thus, being analytic,
uα PH8. Moreover, |rupeiθq| “ 1 a.e. implies |Ăuαpeiθq| “ |rupeiθq|α “ 1 a.e. Therefore, uα is
inner. l
We introduce below a class of functions which behaves, in a particular fashion,
similarly to the reproducing kernels (Definition 1.2.2).
Notation 3.1.11. Given λ P D and an integer k ě 0, we write Cpkqλ : D ÝÑ C for the
function defined by
C
pkq
λ pzq :“
8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! λ
n
zn`k “
8ÿ
n“k
n!
pn´kq! λ
n´k
zn,
for z P D.
Observe that, for k “ 0, we have
C
p0q
λ “ cλ,
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where cλ represents the reproducing kernel.
Furthermore, since cλpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
λ
n
zn, a simple computation yields
c
pkq
λ pzq “
8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! λ
n`k
zn,
where cpkqλ denotes the k-th derivative of cλ. On the other side, since cλpzq “ 11´ λz , we
get
c
pkq
λ pzq “ k!λ
k
p1´ λzqk`1 .
Therefore,
C
pkq
λ pzq “
8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! λ
n
zn`k
“
´ z
λ
¯k 8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! λ
n`k
zn
“
´ z
λ
¯k
c
pkq
λ pzq
“
´ z
λ
¯k k!λk
p1´ λzqk`1
“ k!z
k
p1´ λzqk`1 .
Lemma 3.1.12. The functions Cpkqλ introduced above belong toH2. Furthermore, denoting
by f pkq the k-th derivative of a function f PH2, we have
f pkqpλq “
A
f, C
pkq
λ
E
.
Proof. First we prove that Cpkqλ belongs to H2 for all integer k ě 0 and λ P D. Note that,
for n P N,
pn` kq!
n! “ pn` kqpn` k ´ 1q ¨ . . . ¨ pn` 1q ď pn` kq
k.
Hence pn` kq!
n! |λ|
n ď pn` kqk|λ|n.
Since
lim
nÑ8
pn` k ` 1qk|λ|n`1
pn` kqk|λ|n “ limnÑ8
ˆ
n` k ` 1
n` k
˙k
|λ| “ |λ| ă 1,
the series
8ÿ
n“0
pn` kqkλn converges absolutely. Therefore,
8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! λ
n
zn`k also converges
absolutely implying that Cpkqλ is analytic on D. A very similar computation shows that
8ÿ
n“0
´
pn`kq!
n!
¯2 |λ|2n ă 8,
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from where we conclude that Cpkqλ PH2.
Now, if fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n, then f pkqpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
pn`kq!
n! an`kz
n. Therefore,
A
f, C
pkq
λ
E
“
8ÿ
n“k
an
n!
pn´kq! λ
n´k “
8ÿ
n“0
an`k pn`kq!n! λ
n “ f pkqpλq,
as we wanted. l
Next theorem describes the finite-dimensional model spaces.
Theorem 3.1.13. The model space Ku is finite-dimensional if and only if u is a finite
Blaschke product. Moreover, if λ1, . . . , λk are the distinct zeros of u with multiplicities
m1, . . . ,mk, respectively, then
Ku “
ł
tCplnqλn : 1 ď n ď k and 0 ď ln ă mnu.
Proof. Suppose firstly that u has a singular factor S. By Lemma 3.1.10, Spn´1q{n is inner
for all n P N. Then Spn´1q{n “ S{S1{n P H8 and S1{n divides S for all n P N. Thus, by
Proposition 3.1.6, KS1{n Ď KS Ď Ku. Let fn P KS1{n aKS1{pn`1q , fn ‰ 0. Since
S1{pn`1q | S1{n ñ KS1{pn`1q Ł KS1{n ñ dim pKS1{n aKS1{pn`1qq ě 1,
the possible choice of such non-zero vector fn is justified. Hence, tfn : n P Nu is an infinite
linearly independent set in KS Ď Ku, from which it follows that dim pKuq “ 8. Thus, if
Ku is finite-dimensional, then u is a Blaschke product.
If u was an infinite Blaschke product, u would have infinitely many roots,
that is to say tλn : n P Nu. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1.9, tcλn : n P Nu is a linearly
independent subset of Ku, contradicting the hypothesis that the dimension of Ku is finite.
So we conclude that u must be a finite Blaschke product.
Conversely, suppose u is a finite Blaschke product with
upzq “
kź
n“1
ˆ
λn ´ z
1´ λnz
˙mn
,
that is, the Blaschke product having roots λ1, . . . , λk of multiplicities m1, . . . ,mk, respec-
tively. It is sufficient to demonstrate that
C :“
ł
tCplnqλn : 1 ď n ď k and 0 ď ln ă mnu
is equal to Ku to prove that Ku is finite-dimensional. Since λ1 is a root of multiplicity m1
of u, for 0 ď l ă m1, we have that uplqpλ1q “ 0. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.12,A
uh,C
plq
λ1
E
“ pukqplqpλ1q “
lÿ
j“0
upl´jqpλ1qhpjqpλ1q “ 0,
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for all h PH2. Hence Cplqλ1 P Ku. The same assertion is valid for λ2, . . . , λk. It follows that
C Ď Ku.
On the other hand, if f P CK, then, again by Lemma 3.1.12,
f plnqpλnq “
A
f, C
plnq
λn
E
“ 0,
for all 1 ď n ď k and all 0 ď ln ă mn. Therefore, λ1, . . . , λk are roots of f with
multiplicities m1, . . . ,mn, respectively. By Theorem 2.2.16, we can write f “ BSF , where
B is a Blaschke product, S is a singular inner function and F is outer. Since S and F have
no zeros on D, u divides B which implies that u also divides f . Hence f P uH2 “ KKu .
This shows that CK Ď KKu , from where we conclude that Ku “ C. l
Observe that if every root λ of the inner function u corresponding to the
finite-dimensional model space Ku has multiplicity 1, then, by the theorem above,
Ku “
ł
tcλ : upλq “ 0u.
This implies that tcλ : upλq “ 0u is a complete subset of Ku, i.e., its closed span equals to
the whole space.
We are able now to get an even more explicit way to characterize the functions
belonging to model spaces having finite dimension.
Corollary 3.1.14. Let u be the inner function whose zeros are λ1, . . . , λk with multiplicities
m1, . . . ,mk, respectively. Then, setting m :“ m1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨mk,
Ku “
"
a0 ` a1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am´1zm´1
p1´ λ1zqm1 ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ λkzqmk : a0, a1, . . . , am´1 P C
*
.
Proof. A linear combination of Cp0qλ1 . . . , C
pm1´1q
λ1 , . . . , C
p0q
λk
, . . . , C
pmk´1q
λk
is of the form
a10C
p0q
λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1pm1´1qCpm1´1qλ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak0Cp0qλk ¨ ¨ ¨ ` akpmk´1qCpmk´1qλk ,
for aij belonging to C. Since Cplqλ “ l!z
l
p1´ λzql`1 , the above linear combination becomes
a10
1
p1´ λ1zq`¨ ¨ ¨`a1pm1´1q
pm1 ´ 1q!zm1´1
p1´ λ1zqm1 `¨ ¨ ¨`ak0
1
p1´ λkzq`¨ ¨ ¨`akpmk´1q
pmk ´ 1q!zmk´1
p1´ λkzqmk .
(3.1)
Now, letting 1 ď j ď k, we have that aj0 1p1´ λjzq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ajpmj´1q
pmj ´ 1q!zmj´1
p1´ λjzqmj equals to
aj0p1´ λjzqmj´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ajpmj´1qpmj ´ 1q!zmj´1
p1´ λjzqmj .
Notice that the numerator in the expression above is a polynomial in z of degree (at most)
mj ´ 1. Therefore, since the coefficients aj0, . . . , ajpmj´1q cover the entire C, the numerator
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can be rewritten as a polynomial a10 ` a11z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1mj´1zmj´1, with a10, . . . , a1mj´1 P C.
Hence, (3.1) can be expressed as
a110 ` a111z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a11pm1´1qzm1´1
p1´ λ1zqm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
a1k0 ` a1k1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1kpmk´1qzmk´1
p1´ λkzqmk .
By a similar argument to the one used above, we conclude that the setł
tCplnqλn : 1 ď n ď k and 0 ď ln ă mnu
of all linear combinations in question is"
a0 ` a1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am´1zm´1
p1´ λ1zqm1 ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ λkzqmk : a0, a1, . . . , am´1 P C
*
,
what, in the light of Theorem 3.1.13, finishes the proof. l
We end this section with an elementary example that illustrates the preceding
results.
Exemple 3.1.15. For m ě 0 in Z, the model space Kzm corresponding to the inner
function zm has finite dimension, since zm is clearly a finite Blaschke product. Furthermore,
last corollary exhibits its elements:
Kzm “
 
a0 ` a1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am´1zm´1 : a0, a1, . . . , am´1 P C
(
.
Hence, Kzm is the space of all the polynomials of degree less than m. Thinking the other
way around, we can apply the techniques of model space theory to spaces of polynomials
having degree less or equal to a given integer. l
3.2 Sz.-Nagy-Foias Theorem
The terminology "model space" comes from the modelling process developed
by Sz.-Nagy and Foias. Their work established a correspondence between a large number
of contractions on Hilbert spaces and the restrictions of the backward shift operator to its
invariant subspaces which, posteriorly, became known as model spaces. This is one of the
many reasons why such spaces are worth studying and in this short section we present the
famous theorem that stimulated the growth of the theory.
In the next result, rankpAq denotes the rank of an operator A and I denotes
the identity operator.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Sz.-Nagy-Foias, [17]). If T is a contraction (i.e., }T } ď 1) on a separable
Hilbert space H such that }T nx} ÝÑ 0 for all x P H and rankpI´TT ˚q “ rankpI´T ˚T q “ 1,
then there exists an inner function u such that T is unitarily equivalent to S˚|Ku, the
restriction of the backward shift to the model space Ku.
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Proof. Let A :“ I ´ T ˚T . We prove that A is a positive operator. In fact, since T is a
contraction,
xAx, xy “ xx, xy ´ xT ˚Tx, xy “ }x}2 ´ }Tx}2 ě }x}2 ´ }T }2}x}2 ě 0,
for all x P H, showing that A is positive. Hence, by Theorem 1.1.10, there is a unique
self-adjoint positive operator D : H ÝÑ H such that D “ A1{2. Since D is positive and
rankpAq “ 1 by hypothesis, we have that rankpDq “ 1 and DpHq is isomorphic to C. We
can then denote rH :“ 8à
n“1
DpHq.
Thus, rH is isomorphic to H2.
Given n ě 0, it follows that
nÿ
j“0
}DT jx}2 “
nÿ
j“0
@
DT jx,DT jx
D
“
nÿ
j“0
@
D2T jx, T jx
D
“
nÿ
j“0
@
AT jx, T jx
D
“
nÿ
j“0
@
T jx, T jx
D´ @T j`1x, T j`1xD
“
nÿ
j“0
}T jx}2 ´ }T j`1x}2
“ }x}2 ´ }T n`1x}2.
By hypothesis, }T nx} ÝÑ 0 for all x P H. Therefore,
8ÿ
j“0
}DT jx}2 “ }x}2. Thus,
if we define an operator ϕ : H ÝÑ rH by
ϕx “ pDx,DTx,DT 2x, . . .q “ pDT nxq8n“0,
then, since }ϕx}2 “
8ÿ
j“0
}DT jx}2 “ }x}2, ϕ is well defined and an isometry. Hence, ϕ range
ϕpHq “ pDT nHq8n“0 is closed in rH wH2. Furthermore,
S˚pϕxq “ pDT nTxq8n“0 “ ϕpTxq P ϕpHq (3.2)
which implies that ϕpHq is S˚-invariant.
Suppose ϕpHq “H2. Then ϕ would be a unitary operator such that S˚ϕ “ ϕT ,
as seen above. Therefore, S˚ and T would be unitarily equivalent, yielding rankpI´TT ˚q “
rankpI ´ S˚Sq “ 0 and contradicting the assumption that rankpI ´ TT ˚q “ 1. Hence,
ϕpHq ‰H2 and there exists an inner function u such that ϕpHq “ Ku.
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Denoting by U : H ÝÑ Ku “ ϕpHq the unitary operator given by Ux “ ϕx, it
follows from (3.2) that
pS˚|KuqU “ UT.
In conclusion, T is unitarily equivalent to the restriction S˚|Ku . l
3.3 Toeplitz operators
The Toeplitz operators are the most studied and famous operators on the Hardy
space. The shift operator we have been working with is an instant example of Toeplitz
operator. In this brief section we attempt to relate such operators to model spaces.
Notation 3.3.1. We let
P : L2 ÝÑ ĂH2
denote the Riesz projection of L2 onto H2, given by
P f “
8ÿ
n“0
anen, for f “
8ÿ
n“´8
anen.
Definition 3.3.2. For each function ϕ in L8, the Toeplitz operator with symbol ϕ is the
operator Tϕ defined on ĂH2 such that
Tϕpfq “ P pϕfq,
where f P ĂH2.
Thus, recalling Definition 2.1.4, the Toeplitz operators are compressions of the
multiplication operators.
Observation 3.3.3. Although it is not significant for the development of our study, it
is interesting to mention the relation between the Toeplitz operators and their matrix
representation. Recall that, for an orthonormal basis tbnunPI of a Hilbert space H, the
matrix of an operator A on H with respect to the referred basis is the matrix whose
element occupying the "position" pm,nq is xAbn, bmy, for m,n P I.
A Toeplitz matrix is a matrix (finite or not) such that its entries are constant
along each diagonal. More formally, a matrix pam,nq is Toeplitz if am1,n1 “ am2,n2 whenever
m1 ´ n1 “ m2 ´ n2. See the example below, where I “ Z and the element underlined
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corresponds to the entry p0, 0q.¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
. . . a´1 a0 a1 a2 a3
. . .
. . . a´2 a´1 a0 a1 a2
. . .
. . . a´3 a´2 a´1 a0 a1
. . .
a´4 a´3 a´2 a´1 a0
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
In light of this, a bounded linear operator on L2 is a multiplication by an L8
function if and only if its matrix with respect to the usual orthonormal basis tenu of L2 is
a Toeplitz matrix [12, p. 97].
For a Toeplitz operator Tϕ, where ϕ “
8ÿ
n“´8
ϕnen P L8, its matrix with respect
to the usual orthonormal basis tenu8n“0 of ĂH2 then becomes¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
ϕ0 ϕ´1 ϕ´2 ϕ´3
ϕ1 ϕ0 ϕ´1 ϕ´2
. . .
ϕ2 ϕ1 ϕ0 ϕ´1
. . .
ϕ3 ϕ2 ϕ1 ϕ0
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
which is a Toeplitz matrix. The converse is also true: if the matrix representation of a
bounded operator on ĂH2 with respect to the canonical basis is a Toeplitz matrix, then
such operator is Toeplitz [12, p. 101]. l
Observe that if ϕ belongs to ĂH8, then the product ϕf of ϕ by a function
f P ĂH2 also belongs to ĂH2. Hence, we have
Tϕf “ P pϕfq “ ϕf,
making it simply a sort of multiplication operator. In this case, we say that Tϕ is analytic.
Moreover, if, instead, the conjugate of ϕ belongs to ĂH8, that is, ϕ P ĂH8, then Tϕ is said
to be co-analytic. Since@
T ˚ϕf, g
D “ xf, Tϕgy “ xf,P pϕgqy “ xf, ϕgy “ xϕf, gy “ xP pϕfq, gy “ xTϕf, gy ,
we see that T ˚ϕ “ Tϕ. Hence, equivalently, Tϕ is co-analytic when T ˚ϕ is analytic.
As mentioned in the beginning of the section, the unilateral shift and the
backward unilateral shift earlier introduced are Toeplitz.
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Exemple 3.3.4. Recall that e1peiθq “ eiθ denotes the identity function on ĂH2, which is
in L8. Hence, the Toeplitz operator with symbol e1 is given by
Te1f “ P pe1fq “ e1f “ Sf,
and, consequently, the unilateral shift S equals to Te1 . Furthermore, since e1 P ĂH8, S is
an analytic Toeplitz operator. It follows straight from the previous discussion that the
unilateral backward shift S˚ equals to T ˚e1 “ Te1 “ Te´1 and it is a co-analytic Toeplitz
operator. l
Following we have the first result of the section.
Proposition 3.3.5. If Tϕ is co-analytic, then the model space Ku is Tϕ-invariant.
Proof. Given f P Ku, we must show that Tϕf P Ku, which is equivalent to xTϕf, ugy “ 0,
for all g P ĂH2. Since P is self-adjoint and ϕ P ĂH8 ùñ ϕg P ĂH2, we have
xTϕf, ugy “ xP pϕfq, ugy “ xϕf,P pugqy “ xϕf, ugy “ xf, upϕgqy “ 0,
as we wished. l
Definition 3.3.6. Let A be a subset ofH2. We say that A has the F-property if, whenever
an inner function u divides f P A, we have f{u P A.
With the help of the Toeplitz operators we can prove that every model space
has the F-property.
Corollary 3.3.7. Every model space Ku has the F-property. In particular, the outer part
of every function in Ku is in Ku as well.
Proof. Let ϕ be an inner function which divides f P Ku. Thus
Tϕf “ P pϕfq “ P pf{ϕq “ f{ϕ.
Since Tϕ is co-analytic, from Proposition 3.3.5 we conclude that f{ϕ “ Tϕf P Ku and
the model space Ku has the F-property. Furthermore, if f “ φF belongs to Ku, where φ
is inner and F is outer, since f{φ “ F P H2, then what we have just done shows that
F P Ku too. l
We end this section presenting an interesting fact about Toeplitz operators:
some of them have model spaces as their kernels. First we need a lemma about outer
functions.
Lemma 3.3.8. Let F be an outer function. If g{F P L2, where g PH2, then g{F PH2.
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Proof. See [7, p. 152].
Theorem 3.3.9. Let Tϕ be a co-analytic Toeplitz operator and denote by u the inner part
of ϕ. Then, kerTϕ “ Ku. In particular, if ϕ PH8 is outer, then Tϕ is injective.
Proof. Notice that, if φ1 and φ2 belong to ĂH8, then
Tφ1Tφ2h “ Tφ1pφ2hq “ φ1φ2h,
for every h P ĂH2. Therefore, the commutativity of the product φ1φ2 implies that the
operators Tφ1 and Tφ2 commute as well, yielding the following:
Tφ1Tφ2 “ Tφ2Tφ1 “ Tφ1φ2 .
Taking the adjoints, we get
Tφ2Tφ1 “ Tφ1Tφ2 “ Tφ2φ1 . (3.3)
Now, suppose Tϕ is co-analytic with ϕ outer. If f P kerTϕ, then P pϕfq “ 0,
which means that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to non-negative integers of ϕf are
all equal to 0. Denoting by pĂH2qK the orthogonal complement of ĂH2 on L2, we can write
ϕf P pĂH2qK. Hence,
ϕf P e1ĂH2 “ #h “ 8ÿ
n“0
anen : hp0q “ a0 “ 0
+
.
Since ϕ is outer, Proposition 2.2.2 tells us that ϕp0q ‰ 0, from where it follows that
fp0q “ 0. Moreover, since f “ pϕfq{ϕ P L2, Lemma 3.3.8 ensures that f belongs to ĂH2.
This, together with the fact that fp0q “ 0 yields f P e1ĂH2 and, consequently, f P pĂH2qK.
Therefore, since f P ĂH2XpĂH2qK, we must have f “ 0. This shows that, if ϕ is outer, then
kerTϕ “ t0u “ K1, where 1 is the inner part of ϕ.
For the general case, consider ϕ “ uF , the inner-outer decomposition of ϕ.
Since ϕ, u P H8, F also belong to H8. Then, from (3.3) and the previous discussion
follows that
kerTϕ “ tf P ĂH2 : Tϕf “ 0u
“ tf P ĂH2 : TFTuf “ 0u
“ tf P ĂH2 : Tuf “ 0u
“ tf P ĂH2 : P pufq “ 0u
“ tf P ĂH2 : uf P pĂH2qKu
“ tf P ĂH2 : f P upĂH2qKu
“ ĂH2 a uĂH2 “ Ku,
ending the proof. l
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3.4 Reproducing kernels
The concept of reproducing kernel is vastly explored in the literature. In general,
a Hilbert space of analytic functions H on a domain Ω Ď C is called a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space if for each λ P Ω, there exists kλ P H such that
fpλq “ xf, kλy (3.4)
for all f P H. As we have seen in Definition 1.2.2 and Theorem 1.2.3, the Hardy space H2
is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Other classical spaces such as the Bergman and the
Dirichlet spaces are reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces too.
In this section we show that the model spaces also are reproducing kernel
Hilbert spaces and we derive some consequences from this.
We recall that, by Theorem 1.2.3,
fpλq “ xf, cλy ,
for all λ P D and all f PH2, where cλ denotes the reproducing kernels for H2. For each
λ P D, we wish to find functions kλ P Ku satisfying (3.4). Notice that we can not set
kλ “ cλ because cλ does not belong to Ku for all λ P D. However, the reproducing kernels
for H2 are still important to the process of finding the reproducing kernels for Ku.
Theorem 3.4.1. For every λ P D, p1´ upλquqcλ belongs to the model space Ku. Further-
more,
fpλq “
A
f, p1´ upλquqcλ
E
,
for all f P Ku.
Proof. Let h PH2. ThenA
uh, p1´ upλquqcλ
E
“ xuh, cλy ´ upλq xuh, ucλy
“ upλqhpλq ´ upλq xh, cλy
“ upλqhpλq ´ upλqhpλq
“ 0,
which proves that p1´ upλquqcλ belongs to Ku.
Moreover, since xf, ucλy “ 0 for every f P Ku, we haveA
f, p1´ upλquqcλ
E
“ xf, cλy ´ upλq xf, ucλy “ xf, cλy “ fpλq,
finishing the proof. l
Since cλpzq “ 11´ λz for all z P D, if we set
kλ :“ p1´ upλquqcλ,
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we have
kλpzq “ 1´ upλqupzq1´ λz . (3.5)
Theorem 3.4.1 shows that the functions kλ defined above are, in fact, the
reproducing kernels for Ku. Consequently, the model spaces are reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces.
When dealing with more than one model space at the same time, we write kuλ
meaning that this is the reproducing kernel for the model space Ku.
Remarkably, the kernel functions are amongst the few readily identifiable
functions of Ku. Furthermore, they are a subset of H8. Indeed,
|kλpzq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ upλqupzq1´ λz
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1` |upλq||upzq|1´ |λ||z| ď 21´ |λ| ,
for all z P D.
We denote by Pu the orthogonal projection of L2 onto the model space Ku.
This remarkable operator can be expressed using the reproducing kernels for Ku.
Proposition 3.4.2. If f P L2 and λ P D, then
pPufqpλq “ xf, kλy .
Proof. Recall that orthogonal projections are self-adjoint operators. Thus,
xf, kλy “ xf, Pukλy “ xPuf, kλy “ pPufqpλq.
l
As a consequence of last proposition, the function gpzq “ xf, kuz y defined on D,
where f P L2, is actually the projection Puf . Therefore, g belongs to Ku.
We are able now to prove a result about the relation between the model space
corresponding to the product uv and the model space corresponding to its factors, where
u and v are inner functions.
Theorem 3.4.3. Given inner functions u and v, the following equality holds:
Kuv “ Ku ‘ uKv.
Proof. Firstly, for λ, z P D, observe that
1´ upλqupzqvpλqvpzq “ 1´ upλqupzq ` upλqupzq ´ upλqupzqvpλqvpzq
“ p1´ upλqupzqq ` upλqupzqp1´ vpλqvpzqq.
Hence, dividing both sides by 1´ λz, we get
kuvλ pzq “ kuλpzq ` upλqupzqkvλpzq. (3.6)
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Let f P Kuv. Then, by (3.6),
fpλq “ xf, kuvλ y
“
A
f, kuλ ` upλqukvλ
E
“ xf, kuλy ` upλq xf, ukvλy
“ xf, kuλy ` upλq xfu, kvλy .
If we set f1pλq :“ xf, kuλy and f2pλq :“ xfu, kvλy, then we get
fpλq “ f1pλq ` upλqf2pλq,
where f1 P Ku and f2 P Kv, as a consequence of Proposition 3.4.2. Therefore, Kuv Ď
Ku ` uKv.
On the opposite side, let g1 P Ku and g2 P Kv. We have
g1pλq ` upλqg2pλq “ xg1, kuλy ` upλq xg2, kvλy
“ xg1, kuλy ` upλq xg1, ukvλy ` xug2, kuλy ` upλq xug2, ukvλy ,
since xg1, ukvλy “ 0 “ xug2, kuλy. Therefore, by (3.6) again,
g1pλq ` upλqg2pλq “
A
g1, k
u
λ ` upλqukvλ
E
`
A
ug2, k
u
λ ` upλqukvλ
E
“ xg1, kuvλ y ` xug2, kuvλ y
“ xg1 ` ug2, kuvλ y ,
from where it follows, by Proposition 3.4.2, that g1`ug2 belongs to Kuv. Hence, Ku`uKv Ď
Kuv.
It is clear that this is a direct sum. Thus, we have the desired equality. l
Next proposition shows that we are always able to find a collection of kernels
whose span is dense in the entire model space.
Proposition 3.4.4. Let G be a subset of the disk D satisfying one of the ensuing conditions:
(i)
ÿ
λPG
p1´ |λ|q diverges;
(ii) G has an accumulation point in D.
Then, for any inner function u, ł
tkuλ : λ P Gu “ Ku.
Proof. Clearly,
ł
tkuλ : λ P Gu Ď Ku. If f P Ku X
´ł
tkuλ : λ P Gu
¯K
, then fpλq “
xf, kuλy “ 0, for all λ P G. If G satisfies (i), then f is identically zero, by Proposition 2.2.8
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and Theorem 2.2.7. If (ii) holds, then the roots of f have an accumulation point in D,
which again implies that f is 0 on D. Hence,ł
tkuλ : λ P Gu “ Ku.
l
Corollary 3.4.5. The linear manifold Ku XH8 is dense in Ku.
Proof. Since the reproducing kernels belong to H8,ł
tkλ : λ P Gu Ď Ku XH8 Ď Ku,
where G is any subset of D satisfying either (i) or (ii) on Proposition 3.4.4. Taking closures
we get ł
tkλ : λ P Gu Ď Ku XH8 Ď Ku “
ł
tkλ : λ P Gu,
last equality due to Proposition 3.4.4. Hence, the closure of KuXH8 equals to Ku, proving
its density. l
Sometimes it is useful to have a subset of Ku (often dense) consisting of
elements whose boundary functions have a certain degree of smoothness on D. There are,
for instance, the reproducing kernels kλ where λ is a root of u. These kernels are analytic
on a neighbourhood of D, since
kλpzq “ 1´ upλqupzq1´ λz “
1
1´ λz “ cλpzq.
Consequently, the boundary function rkλ is analytic on S1.
Next result is a generalization of Theorem 3.1.13 for infinite Blaschke products.
We restrict ourselves to the case where the zeros are distinct.
Proposition 3.4.6. If λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, . . . are all the zeros of the Blaschke product u (pair-
wise distinct), then ł
tkλn : n P Nu “ Ku.
Proof. Obviously,
ł
tkλn : n P Nu Ď Ku. Suppose there is a function f P Kuatkλn : n P Nu.
Then fpλnq “ xf, kλny “ 0 for all n P N. Hence, u | f , from where it follows that f P uH2.
Since f P Ku X uH2, f must be identically zero. Therefore, the inclusion is not proper,
proving the statement. l
Similarly to what has been done in Theorem 3.1.13, it is also possible to find
functions kprqλ on Ku for which f prqpλq “
A
f, k
prq
λ
E
, for the r-derivative of f . The previous
result and its proof are naturally extended.
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Last result together with the discussion done previously to it show us that the
model space Ku contains a dense subset whose elements are continuous on D and whose
boundary functions are C8 on S1.
3.5 Pseudocontinuation
In 1970, a publication of Douglas, Shapiro and Shields [6] made a considerable
breakthrough in the study of model spaces extending some previous results of other authors.
They revealed a relation between the membership of H2 functions in a model space and a
type of continuation across S1 possessed by them. This sort of continuation was named
pseudocontinuation. Here we present the result due to the authors cited above that made
pseudocontinuation very important and famous in the study of model spaces.
Firstly, we need some definitions.
Definition 3.5.1. i) A Stolz region is a subset of D of the form
Sαpζq :“ tz P D : |z ´ ζ| ă αp1´ |z|qu,
for ζ P S1 and α ą 1 in R. The figure below represents a Stolz region.
Figure 1 – Stolz region Sαpζq
As α tends to 1, the corresponding Stolz region tends to a line segment from 0 to ζ.
Furthermore, if α goes to infinity, the corresponding Stolz region approximates to the
whole unit disk.
Analogously, we define an exterior Stolz region by
Seαpζq :“ tz P CzD : |z ´ ζ| ă αp|z| ´ 1qu,
which is exemplified in Figure 2.
ii) The extended exterior disk, denoted by De, is the complement of the closed
disk D with respect to the extended complex plane CY t8u. In symbols,
De :“ pCzDq Y t8u
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Figure 2 – Exterior Stolz region Seαpζq
iii) The Hardy space of the extended exterior disk, denoted by H2pDeq, is the
space constituted by the functions g : De ÝÑ C for which there exists f PH2 such that
gpzq “ fp1{zq, for z P CzD, and gp8q “ fp0q.
iv) We say that the non-tangential limit of a function f PH2 at ζ P S1 is ω, if
the limit of fpzq exists and equals to ω as z approaches ζ within every Stolz region.
For g P H2pDeq, the non-tangential limit of g at ζ is ω, if the limit of gpzq
equals to ω as z approaches ζ within every exterior Stolz region.
v) Given two meromorphic functions f1 and f2 on D and De, respectively, if
both have non-tangential limits equal almost everywhere on a subset E of S1 with positive
Lebesgue measure, then we say that f1 and f2 are pseudocontinuations of one another
across E. If E “ S1, we simply say that f1 and f2 are pseudocontinuations of one another.
vi) A meromorphic function f is said to be of bounded type if it is of the form
f “ ϕ{ψ where ϕ and ψ are analytic and bounded.
Observation 3.5.2. A result known as Privalov’s theorem [3, 11], or yet, Lusin-Privalov
uniqueness theorem, states that if two meromorphic functions f and g defined on D
have non-tangential limits agreeing on a subset of S1 with positive Lebesgue measure,
then f “ g. As a consequence, pseudocontinuations are unique in the sense that if a
meromorphic function f on D has two pseudocontinuations F1 and F2, then F1 “ F2.
Moreover, using Privalov’s uniqueness theorem, it is possible to show that if
F : De ÝÑ C is a pseudocontinuation of f : D ÝÑ C and f has an analytic continuation
G across a neighbourhood of eiθ P S1, then F “ G in this neighbourhood. l
We provide now an important example.
Exemple 3.5.3. Every inner function has a pseudocontinuation of bounded type. Indeed,
for an inner function u define
ûpzq :“ 1
up1{zq ,
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with |z| ą 1 in C and ûp8q :“ 1{up0q. We show that û is a pseudocontinuation of u.
First, notice that, for a holomorphic function g on D with power series repre-
sentation
gpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n,
the function hpzq :“ gp1{zq for |z| ą 1 and hp8q “ gp0q is also holomorphic on De, since
hpzq “ gp1{zq “
8ÿ
n“0
anz´n “
8ÿ
n“0
anp1{zqn.
This implies that û is meromorphic. Furthermore, if g PH2, then, defining g1pzq :“
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n
on D, we have that g1 PH2, hpzq “ g1p1{zq and hp8q “ gp0q “ g1p0q, from where it follows
that h PH2pDeq.
Since the origin point 0, a complex number z and its inverse conjugate 1{z
are collinear, for each complex number z P CzD we can correspond uniquely the number
1{z P D. Hence, as we approach a point eiθ P S1 from an exterior Stolz region, we have a
symmetric approximation from a Stolz region within the unit disk. In this sense, when eiθ
is approached exteriorly, û tends to
1rup1{e´iθq “ 1rupeiθq .
On the other hand, when eiθ is approached interiorly, u tends to rupeiθq. Since |ru| equals to
1 almost everywhere on S1, we have
1rupeiθq “ rupeiθq
a.e., from where we conclude that the non-tangential limits of û and the inner function u
coincide a.e. on S1 and, consequently, û is a pseudocontinuation of u.
Lastly, we observe that, since u is bounded, so is up1{zq. Therefore, û actually
is a pseudocontinuation of bounded type. l
We are now in position to prove Douglas-Shapiro-Shields theorem.
Theorem 3.5.4 (Douglas-Shapiro-Shields, [6]). A function f PH2 belongs to Ku if and
only if f{u has a pseudocontinuation Fu PH2pDeq with Fup8q “ 0.
Proof. Let f P Ku. Then, by Proposition 3.1.3, there exists g P H2 such that f “ ue1g
a.e. on S1. Define
Fupzq “ 1
z
g
ˆ
1
z
˙
,
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for z P Dezt8u and Fup8q :“ 0. Doing a similar computation to the one done in Example
3.5.3, we see that Fu P H2pDeq. We must show that Fu is a pseudocontinuation of f{u.
This follows from the fact that
Fupeiθq “ e´iθgpeiθq “ e1peiθq gpeiθq “ pf{uqpeiθq
a.e. on S1.
For the opposite implication, suppose Fu PH2pDeq is a pseudocontinuation of
f{u with Fup8q “ 0. Since Fu PH2pDeq, there exists h0 PH2 such that Fupzq “ h0p1{zq
for every z P Dezt8u and 0 “ Fup8q “ h0p0q. Thus, h0pzq “ zhpzq for some h PH2, for
every z P D. Hence,
Fupzq “ 1
z
h
ˆ
1
z
˙
,
for every z P Dezt8u. Define g on D by gpzq :“ hp1{zq. Therefore, g PH2. Furthermore,
since Fu is a pseudocontinuation of f{u, Fu “ f{u a.e. on S1. This implies
fpeiθq “ upeiθqFupeiθq “ upeiθqe´iθhpeiθq “ upeiθqe1peiθq gpeiθq,
and, by Proposition 3.1.3, f P Ku. l
We finish our work with another characterization of the non-cyclic (hence, of
the cyclic) vectors for the backward shift S˚.
It is well known that every function in H2 or H2pDeq is of bounded type (for
example, [7, p. 166]). We use this fact next.
Theorem 3.5.5. A function f PH2 is non-cyclic for the backward shift S˚ if and only if
f has a pseudocontinuation of bounded type.
Proof. Let f P H2 be non-cyclic for S˚. Hence, there exists an inner function u such
that f P Ku. By Theorem 3.5.4 above, f{u has a pseudocontinuation Fu PH2pDeq with
Fup8q “ 0. However, Example 3.5.3 tells us that u has a pseudocontinuation û, which
implies that ûFu is a pseudocontinuation of f . Since both û and Fu, beingH2pDeq functions,
are of bounded type, ûFu also is of bounded type, proving the first implication.
Let f PH2 have a pseudocontinuation F on De of bounded type. Thus, there
exists two functions g1 and h1 bounded and analytic on De such that F “ g1{h1. For
z P Dzt0u, define
gpzq :“ z g1p1{zq and hpzq :“ z h1p1{zq,
and set gp0q :“ 0 “: hp0q. Therefore, g, h PH8pDq. Furthermore,
fpeiθq “ F peiθq “ g1pe
iθq
h1peiθq “
eiθg1peiθq
eiθh1peiθq “
gpeiθq
hpeiθq a.e.,
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by Example 3.5.3. Since gp0q “ 0, for n ě 0,
xg, eny “ 0
and, consequently,
xpS˚qnf, hy “ xf, Snhy “ xf, enhy “
@
fh, en
D “ xg, eny “ 0.
Hence, the function h (which is not identically zero on D) is orthogonal to
8ł
n“0
tpS˚qnfu,
from where we conclude that f is not cyclic for S˚. l
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